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Vulnerability 
management 
Use case 

Datasheet 

Eliminate your biggest source of risk 

Most breaches come from known vulnerabilities that weren’t patched in 

time. Clearly there’s a problem with how vulnerability management is done. 

Vulnerability management solutions suffer from poor integration with asset 

management systems. And traditional asset management systems are scan 

based, which often leads to missed devices. Simply put, if you can’t see a 

device, you can’t see it’s vulnerabilities. 

If you want to drill-down into a device to see what software it has installed, 

it’s configuration settings, it’s users and it’s vulnerabilities, typically this 

requires jumping between a dozen isolated solutions. What should be a 

simple task becomes a wild goose chase. 

Also, vulnerability management solutions give too many repeated 

vulnerabilities. IT teams are handed a spreadsheet with thousands of line-

items of vulnerabilities and are told “go and fix it”, requiring lots of manual 

device hunting. 

“Most breaches come 

from known 

vulnerabilities that 

weren’t patched in 

time.” 

These are the problems we hear: 

• Spending too much time manually resolving vulnerabilities 

• Wasting time importing and exporting data between isolated programs 

• “Hurry up and wait” as scan results take weeks 

• 7000 line-item spreadsheets with repeats and false positives 

WATCH THE VIDEO 

https://www.rebasoft.net/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Vulnerability-Product-Video.mp4
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How we provide value 

Rebasoft discovers, assesses and tracks security compliance all from one 

platform. 

• A single deployment collecting and consolidating information means 

you do not need humans to manually collate and report on data 

• Integration into asset management means you do not need to spend 

hours tracking down systems that need security remediation 

• Lightweight—collecting information effectively and automatically 

reduces the load on managed IT systems 

• Fewer systems and automation helps reduce complexity and workload 

on busy IT teams 

• Automation helps eliminate manual tasks and reduces human error 

Rebasoft continuously checks 

for vulnerabilities in your 

systems: 

• Uses machine learning to 

match vulnerability data to 

assets 

• Highlights and tracks 

critical vulnerabilities for 

easy management 

• Tracks vulnerabilities on a 

per-device basis with 

granular control 

Rebasoft can help 

What are the benefits 

• Less repeats and false positives—if you decide a vulnerability doesn’t 

apply for whatever reason, they you can ignore it and it won’t show up 

on the next cycle, since Rebasoft tracks vulnerabilities on a per device 

basis. This reduces workloads 

• No aggregated data—we provide it fresh 

• True integration—asset data, configuration data and vulnerability data, 

everything you need, all in one place, all tracked in real-time. You can 

easily drill-down through an asset to find what you need, when you 

need it without jumping between a dozen programs. This saves your IT 

team a lot of precious time 

• Fewer missed vulnerabilities—since it’s built off a solid asset foundation 

• Sends emails to users with one-click-fixes for easy patching, reducing workloads 
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About us 

We at Rebasoft are committed to delivering a robust cyber security solution 

that addresses genuine business needs. We are not interested in a “silver 

bullet” approach. We believe that multiple functionalities from one platform 

and real-time data are essential for keeping up with today’s cyber threat 

landscape. We believe this approach is the future of cyber security and we 

aim to be the pioneers. We are proudly a UK based company. Visit us at 

www.rebasoft.net 

Rebasoft is still owned and managed by the original founders: 

Philip Harragan 

CEO & Founder 

LinkedIn - Facebook 

Steve Wilkinson 

CTO & Founder 

LinkedIn - Facebook - Twitter 

Try it now 

There’s nothing like seeing it in action. After all, you wouldn’t buy a car 

without test driving it. 

BOOK A DEMO 

Contact us 

You can also get in touch via phone or 

email. We’ll happily answer any questions. 

Phone:  +44 (0) 800 779 7322 

Email: sales@rebasoft.net 

 

21 London Road 

Twyford 

RG10 9EH  

United Kingdom  

But that’s just the start 

Using the asset discovery system as a base, Rebasoft provides the 

functionalities of multiple cyber security programs like: 

• Asset management 

• Secure configuration 

• Vulnerability management 

So with Rebasoft. you can cover the same ground with less solutions. So, 

you can save money and reduce complexity, because it’s all seamlessly 

integrated. 

So why not find out more by booking a live demo with an expert? 

https://www.rebasoft.net/
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/philipharragan
https://www.facebook.com/rebasoftuk
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/steve-wilkinson-0130877
https://www.facebook.com/rebasoftuk
https://twitter.com/sywilkin
https://www.rebasoft.net/request-demo/
mailto:sales@rebasoft.net

